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About This Content

Widely known as the “Windy City”, Chicago has now been brought to life in Train Simulator, in the famed route The Racetrack
Aurora - Chicago. The route begins under the skyscrapers of Chicago at Union Station, making its way through the urban

landscape and out into the western suburbs, journeying along past yards, stopping at 24 commuter stations before arriving at
Aurora.

This route is a bustling conveyor of tonnage. The Racetrack is the eastern anchor to BNSF’s sprawling 32,500-mile route
system. Approximately 50 daily BNSF intermodal, auto, manifest, crude oil, grain, and coal trains traverse the route.

Additionally, The Racetrack is a vibrant people mover, home to Amtrak intercity trains (including the California Zephyr and
Southwest Chief) and the Regional Transportation Authority’s ‘BNSF Line' Metra commuter operations. When all these

movements are combined, it is common for the Racetrack to host upwards of 150 trains daily.

The route has several rail yards. The Hill yard, adjacent to Aurora station, is used to hold commuter trains for eastbound runs
and Eola yard, east of Aurora, is used for general freight operations. The BNSF intermodal yard in Cicero also has engine-

service facilities and a freight-car shop. BNSF also has yard in the Western Avenue area, running parallel to the main line. On
the approach to Union Station, is the 'Chicago' commuter coach yard on the west and Amtrak's coach yard and service facilities

on the east.

There are several interchange points along the racetrack with connections to Canadian National, Norfolk Southern, CSX and
Union Pacific. The St. Charles Air Line, a small connector line, begins as a long ramp near the Canal Street Wye, then crosses
over the coach yard on its way eastward where it connects (off route) to another CN line near Lake Michigan. NS has trackage

rights over the Racetrack as does CSX and occasionally CP. Historically so have CN and UP.
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To complement the bustling main line, the route also includes the BNSF’s West Chicago Branch, a scenic and historic branch
line that traces the east bank of the Fox River north from Aurora approximately 13 miles to West Chicago and is dotted with

industry switching opportunities, which was originally built in 1849.

Accompanying the route is a host of locomotives and rolling stock, including a Chicago commuter F40PH with fully operable
cab signaling, authentic bi-level “gallery” commuter coaches, and an authentic bi-level cab coach for push-pull operations

(Amtrak P42DC and Superliner stock is also included for AI-use).

Included are eight career scenarios that are authentic to operations on the line, including commuter and freight operations on the
Racetrack main line along with a local run on the West Chicago Branch. The route is Quick-Drive enabled.
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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Thinkin I'm about the only one playing this game... Never tried to hit a live pitch when I started playing, now I can make contact
with about 80% of regulation size fastballs in the 80-90mph range. Still working on incorporating breaking balls into my at-bats,
but uh...

Thank you, This is my favorite thing to do with my vive and I haven't exercised this consistently in years.. Cute platform with
very nice "hand-drawn" style.
It's short but enough to fully enjoy it. Also, it's not as easy as you might think since like old style platformers, you have only 1
life so when you die, you have to restart the level again. Rinse and repeat until you learn the level by heart.

And the game is amazingly for free! :-D

PS: kuudos also from some anime references (like Dr.Slump and Saint Seiya!. Props if you actually ever read this.. Playing on
an Oculus Rift.
It is a fairly standard climbing-type game (e.g., The Climb, To The Top), but with a more fantasy-type setting for you, The
climbing mechanics are pretty straightforward, but I don't understand when grabbing some vines, the game shifts my point of
view without any input from me (in some cases, 180 degrees). It got annoying after a while to keep rotating myself to correct
the camera (annoying as in the HMD cable getting wrapped around my ankles).
The smooth turning setting is slow enough that I started turning my body instead of using the joystick. Using the left joystick for
movement seemed unreliable as it would seem to cut out at random intervals; switching to the arm swinging setting proved to be
more reliable.
If you have not played a climbing-type game before, this is not a bad choice, so long as you are aware of its quirks. If you have
played this type of game before, I don't think you would find anything substantially different to warrrant a purchase.
I'll play a few more levels to see if I need to retract any of the above statements, but for right now, this is how I see it.. Great
strategy game... love it.... Beach Head 2000 won't work on Windows 7. The first time I played this video game was in the 1990s,
when I was four or five years old.

Today, after twenty years, I finally made it past the big fish - only to be killed by a small caterpillar.

You win again, game, but give me another twenty years and I'll get to level 3. Just you wait and see!. Thanks to this DLC I'm a
huge step closer to make the switch from TS to TSW. Ruhr-Sieg Nord contains as much content as GWE does, providing 3
locomotives (including the cab car), and both freight and passenger services. The route is curving through the mountains and is
very scenic, with a few passenger stations and freight yards along the route. Speed limit is between 70 and 120 km\/h, slopes
mostly up to 0.8% for the main line, but occasionally 2% on yard entrances\/exits.

The only downsides I've encountered are;
HUD still doesn't display speed restrictions given by signals.
None of the 4 included scenarios use the BR143.. Crusader kings 1 loses the fight against Crusader Kings II, but it is still fun
and a cheap game. I like it and the only negative thing in this game in my opinion is that you cannot play as anyone else but a
christian ruler
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Dark souls but the only class is pyromancer and all the enemies are the nutsack tree.. the best time consuming game. A character
with good interactions with others, is great fun to play as, was given to us soon after launch and is FREE and never went up in
price!
What more can I say?
USE YANG!!!!
Good job on this ASW.. nice game, real achievements, nice badge and great support. + polished controls
+ good variety of loot
+ decent graphics
+ good enviroment design

- story was ridiculously boring

- the lack of ammo was what killed it for me. I got so frustrated having to back-track everywhere, I lost interest, gave up and
uninstalled.. Which I very rarely do (no matter how bad a game is)

- the theme of the game was all over the place, I felt.
Was it aiming at being sci-fi?.. because it felt like it was made for kids. There was no mood or anything to grab me and pull me
into the story. The enemy design was weird and not at all... scary. It was just a weird experience.
This was primarily one of the issues I had with the game. The overall theme and feeling it gave me.
If you want a decent atmospheric sci-fi with a good story, I wouldn't recommend this one. It's just... different.
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